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Facilitating Mathematics and Computer Science Connections: A Cross-Curricular Approach

Kimberly Evangelatos Beck, Jessica F. Shumway, Umar Shehzad, Jody Clarke-Midura, Mimi Recker

Abstract
In the United States, school curricula are often created and taught with distinct boundaries between disciplines. This division between curricular areas may serve as a hindrance to students’ long-term learning and their ability to generalize. In contrast, cross-curricular pedagogy provides a way for students to think beyond the classroom walls and make important connections across disciplines. The purpose of this paper is a theoretical reflection on our use of Expansive Framing in our design of lessons across learning environments within the school. We provide a narrative account of our early work in using this theoretical framework to co-plan and enact interdisciplinary mathematics and computer science (CS) tasks with a team of elementary school educators and school district personnel. The unit focuses on the concepts of exponents in mathematics and repeat loops as a control structure in computer science. Using a narrative approach, we describe what occurred during the collaborative planning of lessons and subsequent enactments in two fifth-grade classrooms and one computer lab and provide a practitioner-oriented account of our experience.

Introduction

Traditional school curricula often exist in separate, distinct silos in the United States. These clear-cut boundaries between curricular disciplines may hinder students’ long-term learning and limit generalizations (Engle et al., 2012), ultimately leading learners to erroneously believe that writing is just for English class, art is only created in the studio, computer science exists solely in the computer lab, or that mathematics only applies in the mathematics classroom. Instead, teaching in a way that builds cross-curricular connections encourages students to think beyond the classroom walls and make important connections that can support ownership of and agency in their learning.

However, designing and enacting interdisciplinary lessons in schools presents challenges. One of the difficulties of effective cross-curricular pedagogy is that collaborative planning (co-planning) and enactment of interdisciplinary lessons is a highly complex process. It requires educators and administrators to work closely together to identify concepts that span disciplines, design multiple appropriate classroom activities, and coordinate
The purpose of this paper is a theoretical reflection on our use of Expansive Framing in our design of lessons across learning environments within the school. We provide a narrative account of our early work in using this theoretical framework to co-plan and enact interdisciplinary mathematics and computer science (CS) tasks across two learning spaces in elementary school, namely the mathematics classroom taught by an elementary teacher and the computer lab classroom taught by a paraprofessional computer lab specialist (CLS). In this article, we first situate our work in the literature and describe our theoretical lens (Expansive Framing) as a framework for designing cross-curricular, cross-classroom goals for learning. We then describe the Research-Practice Partnership (Penuel et al., 2011, 2020) that structured this collaboration. Next, we outline our experiences in planning and enacting fifth-grade cross-curricular tasks on the topics of exponents (mathematics) and repeat loops (computer science) as framed by the literature and theory of Expansive Framing, followed by vignettes from the mathematics classroom and the computer lab. We conclude with a discussion about the teachers’ and CLSs’ perspectives on the tasks and connections across the classroom spaces.

Research on Mathematics and Computer Science Connections in Elementary School

Much of the research literature on elementary computer science is based on studies on computational thinking (CT) and coding. Shute et al. (2017) define CT as “the conceptual foundation required to solve problems effectively and efficiently…with solutions that are reusable in different contexts” (p. 151). One way to experience CT is through coding, and researchers argue that CT and coding need to be taught within science and mathematics contexts (Weintrop et al., 2016). Hence, there is a growing body of literature on the integration of CT within mathematics teaching in elementary school. These studies range from analyses of synergies across content domains and standards (Pérez, 2018; Rich et al., 2019) and teachers’ planning of integrated math-coding units (Israel & Lash, 2020) to studies of students’ mathematics learning embedded in programming environments (Rodríguez-Martínez et al., 2019) and students’ use of programming as a virtual manipulative (Goldenberg et al., 2021). Our research is situated in this body of research on connections between mathematics and CT, and our work focuses on computer science instruction in elementary school. Because our research takes place within the traditional siloed structure of the school environment, we use the work on the integration of CS in mathematics and extend it by emphasizing cross-curricular connections across classroom spaces (e.g., the math class and the computer lab) in our lesson design approach.

Expansive Framing

We use Expansive Framing as a theoretical approach to examine how learning mathematics and CS content can be transferred across settings and contexts. We acknowledge that the notion of how and whether transfer of learning happens has long been debated (e.g., Barnett & Ceci, 2002; National Research Council, 2000). Expansive Framing re-conceptualizes transfer through a situative and sociocultural lens, positing that content knowledge is tied with a context of use, and the way a context is framed affects how the content knowledge is used elsewhere. Through this lens, transfer can be promoted by framing topics broadly: across time, place, roles, groups of people,
and topics (Engle et al., 2012). Teaching content expansively encourages learners to create expectations that content learned in one setting can be used in other settings, to draw upon relevant prior knowledge, and promote authorship in their own learning. The opposite of expansive framing is bounded framing, which views learning as a one-time occurrence with no application outside of a single event. School curricula are often framed in a bounded manner, yet Engle et al. argue that this method of bounded framing discourages students’ long-term learning.

Though mathematics concepts are abundant in CS and coding (Hickmott et al., 2018; Papert, 1980; Rich et al., 2019; Shumway et al., 2021; Weintrop et al., 2016), the relative scarcity of interdisciplinary curriculum that facilitates student discovery of these connections further deepens the divide between disciplines. Our curriculum unit aims to give students repeated exposure to a difficult fifth-grade mathematics topic (in this example, the topic of exponents) and illustrate how the same concepts are used and applied in computer science. Through this partial integration (Nordby et al., 2022), learning is facilitated in and across different contexts by leveraging computational thinking in the computer lab to enhance student understanding of mathematics. Breaking down curricular silos and framing mathematics within the CS environment may help students understand mathematics more deeply and apply it outside of the classroom more effectively (Shehzad et al., 2023).

**Research-Practice Partnership: Defining a Problem of Practice**

This project is situated within the context of a research-practice partnership (RPP). An RPP is an approach to solving educational problems in which a research organization engages in a long-term collaboration with a practice organization to address the practice partner’s educational problem, called a “problem of practice” (Penuel et al., 2011). In this case, the research organization is a university, and the practice organization is a rural-serving school district in the western United States. Thus, unlike traditional approaches where research organizations define and propose solutions to educational problems, the RPP approach is driven by the practice partner’s needs and their identified problem of practice. The RPP then works jointly to propose, test, and revise solutions to their problem (Penuel et al., 2020). The RPP approach is claimed to yield more actionable, effective, and sustainable solutions for improving teaching and learning outcomes (Coburn & Penuel, 2016).

In our RPP project, the problem of practice centered around the need to provide high-quality, equitable CS instruction at the elementary school level. The school district context, like many other public school districts, has limited resources and instructional time, with few elementary educators who have the requisite backgrounds to teach CS. In this district, CS is taught by a paraprofessional CLS as an additional course outside of the regular classroom. Students attend their computer lab only once per week for roughly 45 minutes of instruction, which includes both keyboarding and programming skills. Fifth graders in this district have significantly more time devoted to mathematics instruction: around one hour per day, taught by their regular classroom teacher.

To address the problem of practice, project leaders assembled a design team, consisting of three CLSs, two fifth-grade teachers, two District Curriculum Specialists, and university researchers. The proposed solution was to integrate CS into mathematics instruction, in particular to introduce CS concepts within the mandated fifth-grade mathematics curriculum (GO Math! by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing) during classroom instruction.
Students would then further explore these ideas in their programming lessons during weekly computer lab time taught by paraprofessional CLSs. District Curriculum Specialists requested that the design team focus on programming lessons in Scratch (scratch.mit.edu), the block-based programming platform they were planning to use with the fifth-grade students. The design team collaboratively planned several integrated mathematics and CS tasks that supplemented regular instruction and that spanned the computer lab and classroom settings.

**Research-Practice Partnership: Defining a Problem of Practice**

In the first meeting, the design team collaboratively identified topics in the existing mathematics curriculum that are traditionally difficult for fifth-grade students. Teachers pinpointed exponents as a concept that the existing curriculum did not address sufficiently, leaving students with a limited view of the topic’s applicability. Teachers noted that their students also struggled to differentiate exponents from multiplication, observing that they frequently misinterpreted an exponent as multiplication and made conceptual errors such as $3^2=6$. We discussed the need for students to understand the difference between repeated addition of addends (multiplication) and repeated multiplication of factors (exponents). Discussions then turned to ideas about how exponents could be connected to ideas in programming. The concept of repeat loops was discussed as a possible way to teach the repetition of patterns in exponents.

![Repeat Loop Block in Scratch](image)

Figure 1. Repeat Loop Block in Scratch

Repeat loops are used in computer programming to iterate a section of code a given number of times. The repeat loop block in Figure 1 is a commonly used control structure in Scratch programming. Using Expansive Framing as a lens, the design team drew parallels between this computer programming concept of repeat loops and the mathematical concept of exponents as repeated multiplication (see Figure 2).

![Expansive Framing: An Example of Connecting Math and CS Concepts](image)

Figure 2. Expansive Framing: An Example of Connecting Math and CS Concepts
The design team created four tasks to be enacted in the mathematics classroom (two adapted from existing curriculum and two newly created) and five tasks to be enacted in the computer lab over the course of two class sessions. Table 1 shows both sets of tasks in sequential order. The tasks were designed to supplement the existing instruction, either as a warm-up activity or as an extension to existing activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson Name</th>
<th>Classroom Activity</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math Class Tasks #1-2</td>
<td>#1: What Makes This Equation True? (Learning objective: Repeated addition and repeated factors to supplement GO Math! lessons)</td>
<td>Teach prior to Computer Lab tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#2: Is This Equation True or False? (Learning objective: Repeated addition and repeated factors to supplement GO Math! lessons)</td>
<td>Lab tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Lab Tasks #1-5</td>
<td>#1: Repeated Addition and Repeated Multiplication</td>
<td>Teach during the typical Computer Lab lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#2: Visualizing Growth by Multiplication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#3: Visualizing Exponential Growth</td>
<td>Lab lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#4: Comparison of Growth by Multiplication and Exponents</td>
<td>on looping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#5: Writing Your Own Code</td>
<td>and teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Class Tasks #3-4</td>
<td>#3: Visualizing Repeating Factors (using problems from GO Math! with the Scratch programming visualizations)</td>
<td>Teach after Computer Lab tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#4: Efficient Exponents (using problems from GO Math! with the Scratch programming visualizations)</td>
<td>Lab tasks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Connections between the mathematics classroom and the computer lab are shown in bold.

The first two mathematics tasks were 15-minute number strings, a common warm-up or math talk routine, on the foundations of exponents. The purpose of these tasks for the mathematics classroom was to prime students’ prerequisite conceptual knowledge of differences between repeated addition and repeated multiplication for the computer lab. In these activities, students explored the idea of repeated addition and repeated multiplication by discussing prompts such as how to make the equation $4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + \ldots + \ldots = 6 \times 4$ true, and whether $4 \times 3 = 4 \times 4 \times 4$ is true or false and why.

Following the two math tasks, the students participated in a series of computer lab tasks focusing on repeat loop blocks. The design team developed the computer lab tasks based on the Use-Modify-Create framework (Lee et al., 2011), which scaffolds computational thinking by first having students run (Use) an existing program, followed by revising and refining others’ programs (Modify), and finally by generating their own unique programs (Create). Since these tasks were taught toward the beginning of the school year and the fifth graders had only a
little prior experience with Scratch, we primarily designed activities at the “Use” end of the continuum. Students were provided with pre-programmed Scratch shells that contained snippets of code and tasked with assembling and testing basic programs. Mathematics content provided the context of these programs (for example, coding an animated dinosaur to perform repeated addition and predicting the result), and repeat loop blocks played a prominent role.

Finally, the fifth graders revisited the mathematical and computer programming concepts during math class tasks #3 and #4. These tasks adapted content from the district’s adopted *GO Math!* textbook and paired it with programming concepts the students had learned in the computer lab. For example, students were asked to use individual white boards to write $4^3$ in word form (“four to the third power”), exponent form ($4^3$), and expanded form ($4 \times 4 \times 4$), then watch a visualization of exponential growth programmed in Scratch (Figure 3). In Figure 3, the Scratch code for $4^3$ is shown on the left. When the code is executed (by clicking the green flag), the program presents a visualization of $4^3$, ending with the image on the right. In this example, the number of orange cats drawn on the screen grew exponentially based on the values given to the variables *base* and *exponent* as the program’s input.

![Figure 3. Scratch Visualization of Repeated Multiplication](image)

As Figure 3 shows, repeat loop blocks were a key feature of the program as a means to reintroduce the mathematical concept of exponents as repeated multiplication and represent the concept in a dynamic visualization. Because this was early in the year and students had not yet learned Scratch, the district requested the creation of a “Coding magic happens” block to abstract the details of the long procedures used in this particular program. In current lessons with students familiar with Scratch, we have replaced the “Coding magic happens” block with instructions to create multiplication and exponent operations using procedures (My Blocks) in Scratch code.

In another activity, fifth graders explored the difference between $2 \times 5$ and $2^5$, an example of a concept that teachers identified as causing confusion for their students. First, students discussed their hypotheses for how $2 \times 5$ was different than $2^5$ in small groups, then as a class they viewed another visualization to demonstrate the
difference between the two operations (see Figure 4). Figure 4 depicts a Scratch program, based on the code shown in Figure 3, that created visualizations of multiplicative growth and exponential growth side by side to highlight the difference between multiplication (orange cats) and exponents (gray cats). The code used in the activity took two numbers as input (first number and second number). The two numbers were then used in two different calculations. In one calculation, first number and second number were used in a multiplication operation. In the other calculation, first number was used as the base and second number as the exponent. The calculations produced two visualizations in the output window, side by side (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Scratch Visualization of Repeated Addition Versus Repeated Multiplication
Note. Scratch code for repeated addition is shown on the left-hand side. See figure 3 for code for repeated multiplication

Figures 3 and 4 show how the computer science concept of repeat loops is used to help students understand the mathematical concepts of repeated addition and repeated multiplication more deeply. The visualizations produced from the code allowed students to see a visual representation of the concept through the stamping of the cats (the answer) and the equations written on the screen. By juxtaposing the two concepts in Figure 4, the students were able to see the visual differences between them and that the number of gray cats stamped on the screen grew much faster than the number of orange cats. Students learned about the power of programming and CS as tools for making concepts more concrete through visualizations while also learning about the concepts more deeply.

The overall unit highlights the idea of efficiency of representation through repetition, an anchor concept that we named “repeats.” Multiplication, which is already familiar to the fifth graders, is reinforced as an efficient way to represent repeated addition. This leads to the idea that exponents are an efficient way to represent repeated multiplication, and the repeat loop block is an efficient way to represent this idea in code through abstraction.
Drawing upon our theoretical framework, we drew parallels between programming and mathematics in each task. Students in the mathematics classroom used what they learned in the computer lab about repeat loops to reinforce their understanding of exponents as repeated multiplication. Conversely, students in the computer lab reinforced their understanding of repeat loops by drawing upon their knowledge of repeated operation of multiplication to author their program. Thus, our design goal was to expansively frame exponents and repeat loop blocks, tied together by a common thread of efficiency by repetition, in order to promote student transfer and deeper long-term learning of both mathematics and computer science principles.

**Task Enactment in the Mathematics Classroom and Computer Lab**

The full sequence of tasks (both mathematics and computer science) was enacted in one rural elementary school. Students in the school’s two-fifth grade classes (approximately 30 students each) learned the mathematics during their regular classroom instruction, taught by Mrs. A and Mrs. W. They then learned the coding concepts during their regular computer lab time, taught by Mrs. J. In the following sections, we take a narrative approach to describe notable cross-curricular connections during task enactment in both the computer lab and the mathematics classroom.

**Computer Lab Tasks on Repeat Loops: Expansively Framing Exponents**

In the following vignette, Mrs. J, a paraprofessional CLS, showed fifth-grade students the Scratch visualization program for Task #3: Visualizing Exponential Growth (see Figure 3) that took two variables as input: one called the base and the other called the exponent:

Mrs. J: …this one’s kind of the cool one. You can see that this code we are setting base to four. And … our exponent is three. What’s another way to say that? So, our base is four and our exponent is three. 
Zac: Four to the third power.
Mrs. J: Nice, four to the third power. The value of the exponent is how many times the base is multiplied.
Mrs. J: …in this example, exponent is three inside your repeat loop…our base is four, our exponent is three. How many cats when I click on the green flag? How many cats do you think will appear? Amanda?
Amanda: 64

In this interaction, Mrs. J intentionally used the terms base and exponent and explained an exponent’s mathematical function in order to establish the mathematical context and make connections to the language used in the mathematics classroom. Mrs. J then referred to the exponent variable in the code and to the mathematics inside the program. Mrs. J clicked the green flag, which ran the program, and the output produced a visualization of the exponential growth of 64 Scratch cats. Here, the students encountered the math concept of exponents in the context of learning about the repeat block in the computer program. This is one example of how cross-curricular connections provided students an opportunity to interact with exponents and exponential visuals in another space (the computer lab). Expansively framed tasks, vocabulary and visuals are intended for deeper learning of concepts. In this example, Mrs. J stops short of having Amanda explain how she knows and what that might look like when they run the program, which could lead into a deeper discussion of “repeats” across mathematics and CS. Hence,
there is a need for planned teacher questions that can elicit the expansively framed concept of “repeat.”

The following example comes from a subsequent lab session in Mrs. J’s computer lab in which she introduced Task #4: Comparison of Growth by Multiplication and Exponents to students. Referring to the first number and second number variables in Figure 4, Mrs. J asked what those numbers mean in the code and what students expected to see in the output:

Mrs. J: Our numbers up here look a little bit different [from the other program]…It's doing two different things. It's multiplying…so we're going to say this is two times five. And then what else is it also saying? Two to the?

Multiple students: Power of five.

Mrs. J: Two to the power of five or two to the fifth power…Let's look at this. What do you [think will] happen?

Alice: So, this one on the gray cat is going to have two as the base and five as the exponent, okay, and then it's going to make like groups of that number. And then on the orange cat is going to have, groups of like two or five.

Alice was able to read the code and attempted to describe how the two numbers would be represented in the program’s output. Mrs. J then ran the program, which corresponded with portions of Alice’s description of the output. Recall that we used "coding magic" to abstract from some of the more complex coding procedures. Despite this abstraction, this student was able to read and decipher the code while using her emerging knowledge of exponential versus multiplication outputs. Expansive Framing would suggest that Alice will then be more likely to transfer this knowledge of the numbers in the code to better use and understand base, exponent, and groups in mathematics class.

Mathematics Tasks on Efficiency of Exponents: Expansively Framing Repeat Loops

This section focuses primarily on fifth-grade teacher Mrs. A’s enactment of Math Task #4: Efficient Exponents in the mathematics classroom. This task focused on the conceptual differences between multiplication (repeated addition) and exponents (repeated multiplication) and took place after the students had participated in the computer lab lessons. This task revisited the concepts of exponents and the repeat block and was designed to facilitate connections across mathematics and CS.

Mrs. A: Think about the time that you spent in the computer lab recently. And tell me what have you learned about repeating in your coding?

Simon: You just repeat everything over and over again.

Mrs. A: Okay, you can just repeat things over and over. What do you remember, Rose?

Rose: Say you only can have eight blocks. And if you do move forwards and stuff, it would add up to be 11 blocks. So, you can do a repeat.

Mrs. A: Oh, so you’re saying it’s kind of a shortcut? It’s a shortcut to what? To do a repeated function, right?
Here Mrs. A noted how Rose identified repeats as a shortcut (“Say you can only have eight blocks…”) and helped her students activate their background knowledge of the programming concept of repeat loops to represent code segments more efficiently. This representation helps students abstract away from the details of individual code segments and instead focus on the concepts relevant to understanding. Mrs. A then expansively framed the notion of repeats by including a mathematics activity. Students viewed a program from Computer Lab Task #4, Comparison of Growth by Multiplication and Exponents to clarify the distinction between repeated addition ($6 + 6 + 6$) and repeated multiplication ($6 \times 6 \times 6$). Some students had trouble explaining the distinction prior to running the program that produced the visualizations. To further explore the idea, Mrs. A posed a related question to her class:

Mrs. A: Let’s look at the three to the power of two. What does this mean? Let’s start, three to the power of two, which is…?
Samson: Six. No…nine?
Mrs. A: Yeah, nine, you were adding it.

Here Samson displayed the common conceptual error that the fifth-grade teachers anticipated their students would make when learning about exponents: confusing repeated addition ($3 + 3$) with repeated multiplication ($3 \times 3$). Mrs. A then reminded the students of the difference between repeated addition and repeated multiplication, and the class worked together to calculate $3^2 = 9$.

Mrs. A: What did you notice?
Kate: They get a lot bigger, faster than multiplication.
Mrs. A: Faster than multiplication…I like what you’re saying because multiplication is repeated addition, right? And here we were doing repeated multiplication.

In her statement, “They get a lot bigger, faster than multiplication,” it is not clear if Kate is comparing the outputs only or if she understands that repeated multiplication (exponents) yields much faster growth than repeated addition (multiplication). Nevertheless, Kate’s statement shows an emerging idea of exponential growth. Next, students worked with a partner to come up with multiple representations of the expression $6^3$ on a whiteboard. Mrs. A asked her class to explain what they had discussed. Some students struggled to interpret $6^3$:

Kate: Six times six, six times?
Carmella: Three times three times three, six times.
Samson: Six plus six plus six plus six, like three rows of six plus six, six times.

Based on these responses, it appears that at this point in the lesson, Kate, Carmella, and Samson were not able to explain the meaning of an exponential expression with six as the base and three as the exponent. Mrs. A continued the class discussion, eventually guiding students to the conclusion that $6 \times 3$ and $6^3$ are similar because they both repeat the six, but are different in the operation that is used (repeated addition versus repeated multiplication). Mrs. A projected the Scratch visualization from Computer Lab Task #4 (see Table 1), Comparison of Growth by Multiplication and Exponents, to show repeated addition versus repeated multiplication (see Figure 4) using two as the base and five as the exponent. The class reacted enthusiastically, and students were able to explain their thinking more clearly.
Zada: Oh, I see it now!

Rose: Oh, that makes more sense.

Gavin: Okay. So, the orange cats did five times two. Okay, to get 10. And then the gray cats did five to the power of two to get 32? Yeah. Two to the fifth. I’m smart, guys.

Gavin accurately described the difference between the growth of the orange and gray cats and expressed confidence in his understanding of the mathematics illustrated through this Scratch program. While the pre-visualization discussion showed some students’ fragile knowledge of the meaning of an exponential expression, the Scratch visualization led to more buzz (“Oh, I see it now!”) and better explanations of the concept of exponents, making an abstract concept more concrete through the power of programming. This highlights the power of integration of coding in mathematics, and the theory of Expansive Framing would suggest that Gavin will transfer in a deeper understanding of repeat loops to the computer lab lessons because he used repeat loops and their output in mathematics class to visually understand exponential growth.

Cross-Curricular Connections

The Design Team used Expansive Framing as a theoretical lens to develop computer lab lessons for Mrs. J’s class and mathematics lessons for Mrs. A’s class. In these lessons, expansively-framed design features included 1) teacher questions that highlight connections and the anchor idea of repeats (e.g., “...what have you learned about repeating in your coding?”) and 2) common use of visualizations of outputs. In Mrs. A’s class, she used the visualizations from their computer lab Scratch lessons to “see” outputs to problems in their mathematics textbook. Mrs. J and Mrs. A capitalized on these design features and used the Scratch visuals and connections questions to assist students in making cross-curricular associations. Expansive Framing theory explains that the enactment of these design features makes it more likely for students to use the exponential growth concept outside of math class, and in particular, recognize and use it more readily in the computer lab. Similarly, the enactment of the design features may make it more likely for students to have a deeper understanding of the repeat loop in coding and use this concept in mathematics class.

Teachers’ and CLSs’ Perspectives on Enacting Expansively Framed Tasks

After classroom implementations, the design team met to discuss what went well, areas of difficulty, what was learned, and what to change for future cross-curricular lessons. The mathematics teachers reported that their students displayed higher-level thinking about exponents and repeating patterns in mathematics. For example, some students wondered aloud whether $3^6 = 6^3$ and were able to reason through it mathematically and test their conjectures using the Scratch program. The teachers also felt that the recurring exposure to the concept of exponents in multiple settings was ultimately beneficial to their students, but we also wonder if it could have been the dynamic visualizations in Scratch that added “salience and interest” (Goldenberg et al. 2021, p. 56). By the time the unit wrapped up, the teachers reported that most students had a solid grasp on the notion of exponents. The team unanimously agreed that some of the most effective features of the lessons were the Scratch programs (see Figures 3 and 4) that allowed the children to visualize the difference between multiplication as repeated
addition and exponents as repeated multiplication. The fifth graders became more animated and excited when they were able to play with the program and test different numbers. Many of them entered progressively larger numbers to try and stump the computer, all while consolidating their newly learned concept of exponents.

The mathematics teachers expressed that the challenges to this cross-curricular unit were largely logistical, such as difficulty coordinating mathematics classroom and computer lab schedules to ensure the proper sequence and tasks taking too much time. The CLSs and mathematics teachers noticed students’ difficulty in remembering mathematics vocabulary when in the computer lab, even terms that they use regularly such as “factor.” This led to a design team discussion about finding better ways to activate cross-curricular background knowledge at the beginning of each lesson by providing definitions of pertinent terminology across disciplines and starting each lesson activating students’ descriptions of what they had learned in the other classroom. For example, in future lessons, we plan to add educative (Davis & Krajcik, 2005) mathematics elements to the computer lab lessons to help students make stronger connections between mathematics and coding, which we think will also help CLSs to better facilitate some discussion among students about the cross-curricular connections.

Conclusions

The purpose of this article was to report our RPP project’s cross-curricular approach to facilitate mathematics and CS connections across the mathematics classroom and computer lab through an expansively framed unit on exponents and the concept of repetition and efficiency in representation in programming and mathematics. The partner district in this project identified a need to provide CS instruction to all fifth-grade students through computer lab instruction by paraprofessional CLSs and the RPP proposed a solution through the integration of CS into mathematics instruction. Rather than approach these classrooms separately, we worked on an interdisciplinary unit to provide students with repeated opportunities to learn a challenging mathematics topic (exponents) and understand the concept within the CS context. The aim of this unit was to facilitate learning and connections across classroom spaces, breaking down the silos of mathematics and CS in elementary school.

The narrative in this paper illustrates our experience in co-planning and enacting an expansively framed curriculum. Our aim was to provide a practitioner-oriented account of what occurred in the initial stages of this process. There are some inherent limitations in this study. This narrative account provided a very fine-grained look at what happened in one mathematics classroom and one computer lab. Future research should take a broader scope and investigate connections across multiple classrooms.

Further, there are limitations in what can be inferred from students’ and teachers’ statements in the present study. Future work should formulate research questions and employ corresponding instruments and tools to identify and measure connections that are made across contexts. At this point, the design team has taken the lessons learned from our first design iteration to continue creating units that connect across mathematics and CS within this RPP. Our next steps are to more deeply investigate how the expansive framing of mathematics and CS concepts influences students in making connections across classroom spaces and disciplinary concepts in ways that enhance their learning and engagement.
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